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“Journeys”
(Fall 2016; Volume 6, Issue 2)
To our readers,
As we prepare to part ways with 2016 and usher in the New Year, reflection is likely to arise
within many of us. For whether we found the year to be bitter, sweet, or bittersweet, the measure
of time allows us as human beings to look back on the journeys we’ve encountered and the
journeys we anticipate. As individuals and as scholars, we each lead our own paths toward
seemingly endless discovery, so the aim of this issue is to capture a glimpse of the journeys
which inevitably lead to the enhanced understanding of ourselves and the world around us,
particularly in the field of English studies. From literary, sociolinguistic, and rhetorical
perspectives, the notes from the field, scholarly articles, and book reviews composing this issue
each revolve around the theme of journeys in English studies with the hopes of supplementing
readers on their own embarked journeys across the field.
We hope you enjoy this issue of JOSTES as much as we enjoyed assembling it, and we invite you
to read through our upcoming Call for Papers which will be centered on the theme of “Survival”
and which will be available on our journal website on January 15, 2017.
Natalie Garza
Editor
The Journal of South Texas English Studies
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